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Why does hot weather impact energy grids?

POWER OUTAGE

The day from hell: why the grid
melts down in hot weather
We take for granted a steady supply of power – until it stops. But the wheels
start to fall off most of energy infrastructure when it’s hot. How come? And
what are the solutions?
By Michael Bachelard
DECEMBER 17, 2019
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t's 48.7 degrees outside and unbearable. “Curse climate change,” you think as
the radio announcer tells you it’s hotter than the previous record maximum
and at least 2 degrees hotter than today’s forecast.

All you want is to get inside your house and sit under the air conditioner with an
ice-cold beverage. But when you open the fridge the beer is warm, the ice is
melting and the food quietly spoiling. The air con stubbornly fails to switch on.
The power has been switched off to your house, your street – in fact, your entire
suburb.
“Why? Why? Why?”
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The sun rises over Melbourne during a heatwave in 2018. AAP

How does the electricity system work?
Electricity grids and cars both produce power. But unlike cars, you can’t simply
start up a power grid when you need it, go where you want and then switch it off
overnight and walk away. For one thing, coal-ﬁred power stations take days to
warm up and cool down. For another, the grid cannot store power. In a car, power
is stored in your petrol tank, you just have to ignite it, control it, then stop it.
Electricity grids don’t have storage yet, or not on a system-wide scale. That means
the suppliers of electricity – coal power stations, gas turbines, solar, wind and
hydro – between them need to supply almost exactly the amount of power that
users want to use at exactly the time they want to use it. The power needs to ﬂow
down the lines in a relatively constant stream. Too much and you get power
surges, sparks and even bushﬁres; too little and you get blackouts and equipment
damage.
Making all this work is technical and tricky. In Australia, it’s been run as a market
since 1998. Electricity generators (some private, some state-owned) bid into the
system the amount of power they can supply at a particular time of day and take
the price offered. The price varies (within regulated limits) according to the laws
of supply and demand.
Transmission lines carry the power over the grid, which now crosses state borders
and, at 40,000 kilometres, is among the longest in the world. Consumers pay for
the service.
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An array of government bodies administer the market, the most important of
which is the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO). They predict demand
based on weather forecasts and other factors and run the bidding process. They
engage in a ﬁne-tuned juggling act to ensure supply and demand match each
other within a tolerance of 0.002 per cent.
Big industrial users of power such as aluminium smelters know all this but
average householders simply expect their gadgets to work when they want them
to. When the grid doesn't work, we are sometimes put in danger – in 2009, 432
people lost their lives from heat-related illness in Victoria and South Australia.
But we assuredly get angry. This issue is a major pain point for politicians.

Anatomy of a heatwave
A stinker in Victoria on January 24-25 saw energy supplies from all sources struggling to
meet peak demand amid planned shutdowns

*Rooftop solar does not appear on this graph because it is not part of the grid. Load shedding means a planned
turning off of power to certain areas to protect the grid.
Source: Australian Energy Market Operator

What triggers a power meltdown?
Air conditioners, for one thing. In the old days, peak demand on the grid came in
winter as people used electricity to heat their houses. Now peaks are very much a
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summertime issue.
“Between a mild day and a hot day, demand across a city or suburb can literally
double,” says Glenn Platt, the CSIRO’s energy research director. “We're quite used
to temperatures above 35 degrees but the number of times we have temperatures
in the mid-40s is increasing, and the impact on the grid of those days is really
signiﬁcant.”
In its recent summer readiness report, AEMO says weather forecasts are “now the
most important input into forecasting of demand and supply of generation for the
[national energy market]”. When the weather is hotter than 35 degrees, every rise
of a degree results in extra demand of about 100 megawatts in Victoria, says
AEMO. That 100 megawatts is enough to power 100,000 homes.
When our overheated friend got home after work at 5pm and turned on her air
conditioner, she was just one of hundreds of thousands of people doing the same
thing at the same time.
“Before, we might have had one unit running [per house]. But now houses have
multiple units and they're running ﬂat out,” Platt says. “They’re changing the
demand in the system, and that demand can all arrive between 3pm to 5pm – and
that's a very signiﬁcant challenge.”

Why does power infrastructure break when it's hot?
Hot temperatures don’t just affect the demand for power. They also have a very
signiﬁcant effect on supply. Almost every piece of electrical equipment –
generators, power lines, transformers – has a thermal rating. That’s its optimal
operating temperature.
As air temperature increases, all sorts of equipment starts to underperform or
even fail, according to Bruce Mountain of the Victoria Energy Policy Centre at
Victoria University. Not even solar panels or wind turbines are exempt. Basically,
equipment simply can’t take too much heat. Some equipment can be designed for
hotter operating temperatures but that takes time and costs money.
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How do power sources react during a scorcher?

Gas
Gas turbines can “cycle” up and down quickly so electricity utilities favour using them to
deal with the rapid ebbs and ows of demand on hot days But they also lose power when
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Powerlines
In very hot temperatures, power lines stretch and sag, making them up to a metre longer
between poles. The gap is reduced between the line and earth, or between individual lines
and other lines, or between the line and trees. This means you can get a “ ashover” – a
ash of light and heat from a power line which can cause a bush re or the line to fail or
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Coal
Big coal- red thermal power stations are the workhorses of mainland Australia’s power
system. But they are complex, and they have huge boilers and lots of pipework with joints
and kinks. And they are getting old – most started operating in the 1970s and 1980s.
During the January 24 and 25 blackouts in Victoria, “four of the 10 normally available coal
generating units in Victoria were either of ine or operating at reduced capacity,” according
to market operator AEMO’s post-mortem. The stations produced power “at the extreme
lower end of expectations”. Coal- red stations use water both to make steam to drive the
turbines that generate power but also to cool the power station. On very hot days, higher
water temperatures coming into the power station reduce its cooling potential and, with it,
the capacity to produce electricity.
Photo: AAP

Meanwhile, bushﬁres burn down power lines and create dangerous haze, as do
dust storms. AEMO sometimes turns off power lines in bushﬁres and dust storms
as the particulates in the air can act as conductors, causing sparking between the
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lines and causing line failures and more ﬁres. High wind blows poles and wires
over and droughts can make it difﬁcult to ﬁnd the water that hydro and coal-ﬁred
power stations need to operate.
As Australia’s summers get longer and hotter, these effects pose a serious threat
to Australia’s ability to keep the grid operating as it should.
AEMO uses three different weather forecasting services to provide estimates,
every 30 minutes, of how much power might be needed. The stakes are high: if the
hot-day temperature exceeds the forecast, demand for power will exceed what
AEMO has asked for and it could suddenly be forced to ask users to “load shed” –
cut power use to save the system. At worst, parts of the system can black out.
On January 24 and January 25, 2019, Melbourne twice endured “load shedding”
events. The initial forecast for both days was for 37 degrees but one day hit 40.8
degrees and the second day 42.8. During this mini-heatwave, demand exceeded
supply and the system was going to become unstable, so the market operator
ordered parts of it to shut down.
A post-mortem showed the problems started days earlier when AEMO, banking on
a 37-degree day, allowed a big coal generator to shut down for overdue
maintenance. The power taken ofﬂine by that maintenance would have been the
difference between a normal day and the “load shedding” event that eventuated.

What could ﬁx all this?
More planning would help. AEMO’s summer readiness report outlines a “fourpillar plan for summer”. It includes minimising planned outages at major power
stations, paying in advance for back-up power, trying to make sure enough fuel is
available for electricity generation, co-ordinating with transmission networks to
try to make sure they are available, collaborating more closely with weather
forecasters and making contingency plans for when things go wrong.
Innovations in storage will make a huge difference, too. As more energy storage
enters the grid, this will “even things out”, according to Platt. Massive centralised
batteries, such as the 100-megawatt lithium ion battery installed at a wind farm
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in South Australia by Elon Musk, or smaller localised ones could store electricity
made by wind or solar when they are working efﬁciently, and put it back in the
system later in the day.
“The exciting thing is there's multiple types of storage,” says Platt, although
getting it big, cheap and widespread enough remains a challenge for those who
manage the grid.

Virtually any solution would cost many millions or
billions of dollars.
Government action in the face of longer-term uncertainty is another critical part
of the mix. The CSIRO, with the Bureau of Meteorology, is looking very closely at
all these issues through its Electricity Sector Climate Information project. The
idea is to improve climate and extreme weather information to allow decisionmakers to “manage risks to the reliability and resilience of electricity systems ...
in the context of a changing climate”.
The problem is that climate projections have a lot of uncertainty and power grids
need 30 to 100-year investments, which inevitably stray into uncertain territory.
One insider in the power sector says the question always comes down to this: how
do we justify expensive investment when the regulators make their judgments
looking at historical temperature distributions and some politicians continue to
minimise the danger of climate change?
Virtually any solution to this – making electrical equipment more tolerant of
heat, building extra capacity to deal with the peaks, but which then lies idle for
the rest of the year, buying supply to hold in reserve against a day from hell –
would cost many millions or billions of dollars. This will lead to higher energy
prices for consumers at a time when politicians are promising to bring them
down.
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The Tesla battery at the Hornsdale Power Reserve in South Australia.

Is the day from hell coming?
As much of Australia suffers through bushﬁres, 40-plus degree temperatures and
drought, a 48-degree day in a major city seems increasingly likely. Black Saturday
in 2009 peaked at a temperature of 46.4 degrees in Melbourne.

We’re looking at high 40s in parts of Australia that have
never seen that kind of temperature.
“If you look at projections from climate scientists showing possible temperatures
in the not-too-distant future, they're fairly horrifying,” says Platt.
“We’re looking at high 40s in parts of Australia that have never seen that kind of
temperature. And that would be the day from hell – for people running the power
system.”

Let us explain
If you'd like some expert background on an issue or a news event, drop us a line at
explainers@smh.com.au or explainers@theage.com.au. Read more explainers here.
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Michael Bachelard
Michael Bachelard is The Age's investigations editor. He has worked in Canberra,
Melbourne and Jakarta as Indonesia correspondent. He has written two books and won
multiple awards for journalism, including the Gold Walkley in 2017.
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